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    THE NEW REALITY
 
Two major changes to the medical device industry have drastically increased medical device manufacturers’ (MDM) 
exposure to postmarket business risks. First, there are no “safe” enclaves: hospital networks have become “inherently 
hostile,”1 and devices are increasingly connected beyond hospital walls. Second, attackers can’t “avoid” medical devices 
because attacks have become automated, broad, and untargeted. Together, these two changes have introduced 
significant risks of: patient harm; reputational damage; revenue loss; and unplanned labor for patching and remediation. 

Because of these changes, regulators and customers now expect quick and accurate answers to the questions: “Is 
the device affected by this new vulnerability? How severe is it? What is the mitigation plan?” MDMs need postmarket 
vulnerability surveillance programs to be able to answer these questions quickly, manage the risk, and minimize disruption.

    WHAT THE BEST ARE DOING

Leading manufacturers are streamlining management of postmarket vulnerabilities.2 To do so, they (1) continuously 
monitor for new vulnerabilities, (2) swiftly assess the risk of exploitation, (3) and address accordingly. For the MDMs who 
are proactively navigating the increasing volume of vulnerabilities, each vulnerability requires less unplanned work and 
less time spent on analysis. They have successfully reduced risk as well as response times to customers and regulators. 

THREE KEYS TO EFFECTIVE POSTMARKET 
VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT FOR MDMS
Proactive Vulnerability Management as a Service (VMaaS) for Medical Device Manufacturers

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT FOR MEDICAL DEVICES
MONITOR - ASSESS - ADDRESS

 

1 Ransomware, other cyber threats mount as medtech industry tries to adapt https://www.medtechdive.com/news/ransomware-other-cyber-threats-mount-as-medtech-
industry-FDA-Kevin-Fu/600737/

2  Streamlining Management of Postmarket Security Vulnerabilities https://www.aami.org/news/article/streamlining-management-of-postmarket-security-vulnerabilities
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    MEDCRYPT SOLUTION

MedCrypt Vulnerability Management as a Service (VMaaS) helps you transition from reactive to proactive vulnerability 
management. Our service is 100% tuned for medical devices. We apply our domain expertise, tooling, efficiency goals, 
and culture of continuous improvement to your processes and specific device needs. We offer three progressive 
levels of service: 

MedCrypt is a San Diego-based company that provides proactive security for healthcare technology. MedCrypt’s  
platform brings core cybersecurity features to medical devices with just a few lines of code, ensuring devices are secure 
by design. MedCrypt announced a $5.3 million Series A funding round in May of 2019, bringing the total funds raised to 
$8.4 million with participation from Eniac Ventures, Section 32, Y Combinator, and more. The company is based in San 
Diego, California. For more, please visit www.medcrypt.com.

San Diego, California, USA
(877) MDC-RYPT (877-632-7978)
info@medcrypt.com | www.medcrypt.com

We can help you get started from wherever you are right now. We will onboard your product, triage the initial backlog of 
vulnerabilities through the lens of patient safety and business risk, then continuously monitor for vulnerabilities. 
Contact us today at info@medcrypt.com.

LEVEL 1: MONITOR
Basic Product 
Surveillance

LEVEL 2: ASSESS
Vulnerability 

Triage

LEVEL 3: ADDRESS
Enterprise 
Integration 

Daily vulnerability matching (NVD)

Disposition tracking

Monthly SBOM refresh, if applicable

MedISAO Membership3 - Includes weekly vulnerability 
advisories, coordinated disclosure form, monthly 
standards and regulation updates, if applicable

Exploitability triage reports

Risk assessment reports

Disposition and mitigation advising

Integration with ticketing system & patch management

Integration with risk management system

Integration with field inventory 

3 MedISAO: https://www.medisao.com/
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